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Covid-19 Corona Virus - Employees and No Work.
What can you do?

It’s not your fault. Do not feel responsible.
If you feel stressed, counsellors and experienced heads
are available and willing to listen.
That applies to your employees too. 
Conversations can be confidential, one on one, or we can 
arrange a group meeting.

The sad inevitablity of redundancy
Generally redundancies are the same across the board.
But there are some differences in awards. There’s also the
National Employment Standards to consider.
You may need some specific advice.
Redundancy happens when an employer either:
 doesn't need an employee’s job to be done by 
 anyone, or
 becomes insolvent or bankrupt
. 
Redundancy can happen when the business:
 introduces new technology (eg. the job can be
 done by a machine)
 slows down due to lower sales or production
 closes down 
 relocates interstate or overseas 
 restructures or reorganises because a merger
 or takeover happens.
A genuine redundancy is when:
 
 the person’s job doesn't need to be done by anyone 
 the employer followed consultation requirements
 in the award or other agreement.
When employee's dismissal is a genuine redundancy
the employee isn't able to make an unfair dismissal claim.

Can I stand down employees?
Short answer, yes. Long answer, what does the award say?
While everyone wants to make it easy, industrial laws still
apply. Read your awards or get some advice from someone
who can read them. We can help. We have preferred access
to highly credentialled IR lawyers so you only pay top dollar
if necessary. 

We have a link to an article which quotes workplace law
professor, Anthony Forsyth from RMIT. well worth a read.

There’s also a link to a dedicated web page at FairWork
Australia which points to their offical information.

The General Rule
Have an open diaglogue with your employees.
Confidential business information need not be disclosed, 
but listen and be honest.
The crisis could be lengthy and survival is the objective. 
You might agree to taking of annual leave or you may need 
to consider shorter hours.
The best outcome for your business is to retain your
employees, but of course that may not be possible.

Call us first: 1300268257

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-19/qantas-has-just-stood-down-20000-staff.-how-can-they-do-that/12069964
https://www.fairwork.gov.au/ending-employment/redundancy

